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Cobra Retractable Lanyard
For the worker who uses a lot of lightweight tools, a retractable lanyard is ideal. Fixed length
lanyards can get tangled, catch on equipment and prove to be a nuisance. The retractable lanyard works
on the principle similar to that of a tape measure. The lanyard wire itself is wound around a spring-loaded
spool which keeps the lanyard coiled until the user actively pulls on it. When the pulling motion is ceased
the spring causes the spool to rewind and pull in the extra slack. Should a worker drop a tool connected to
a retractable lanyard it can only fall as far as the lanyards’ total length. There are several different types of
retractable lanyards with different mounting positions as shown below. Rated for hand tools up to 5kg.

Cobra Retractable Lanyard & Velcro Strap
The Velcro fastening allows the Cobra to be retrofitted onto harness straps, belts,
and scaffolding and MEWP/Scissor lift handrails. Rated for hand tools up to 5kg.

Cobra Retractable Lanyard & Easy Reel Fixed Belt Loop
The most common and easiest tool belt fastening method. The belt loop simply
slides onto your existing belt strap to provide a secure attachment for the Easy Reel
system. Easy Reel provides omnidirectional rotation through 360° on both X and Y
axis. This means the reel follows the direction of tool movement, ensuring the cable
pull-out is always in-line with the bottom of the housing resulting in reduced reel
wear, extended reel life, lower reel drag, less operator fatigue and stops twisting for
quicker tool pick-up. Rated for hand tools up to 5kg.

Cobra Retractable Lanyard & Easy Reel Pro-Buckle
A triple action safety buckle arrangement optimised for work activities requiring quick
removal or fitting, without compromise to safety or the integrity of the secure fixing method.
The Easy Reel provides omnidirectional rotation through 360 degrees on both X and Y axis.
The buckle fastening method provides a visual locked ‘position’ and audible clear ‘snap’
when closed to eliminate operator mis-attachment. The fastening uses a defence grade side
release military buckle with an additional safety anti-release extra locking secure feature. In
order to release the buckle, the centre button must be depressed at the same time as both
side legs are squeezed. Maximum belt / harness strap width 50mm. Rated for hand tools up
to 5kg.

Cobra Retractable Lanyard & Easy Reel ProVelcro Fastening System
Provides maximum anchorage flexibility and directional load security. The design allows
the strap to be easily repositioned, and combined with the unique unidirectional geometry,
provides high shear and tear performance. The Easy Reel provides omnidirectional rotation
through 360 degrees on both X and Y axis. The wrapping style securing method will
accommodate captive existing tool belt and harness straps, MEWP handrail or scaffold
tubes. The system consists of three Velcro and webbing straps that overlap each other in
opposing directions increasing the tensile strength of the fastening. Rated for hand tools
up to 5kg.
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